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Meteorology
 
bid 
fades
 after  
ruling  
from
 
government
 
By
 
Daniel  
Vasquez
 
Daily
 staff 
writer  
Efforts
 to 
join the 
National
 
Weather 
Service  
Redwood  City of-
fice
 with the
 SJSU 
Meteorology
 De-
partment 
were frozen
 by a U.S.
 De-
partment
 of 
Commerce  
ruling.
 
The 
NWS 
and 
SJSU  -had nego-
tiated 
to place the 
two  weather 
facili-
ties
 in a new 
$6
 million 
building  on 
Fifth 
and  San Carlos 
streets, in front
 
of 
Duncan  
Hall.  
But The
 U.S. 
Department  
of 
Commerce
 
Inspector
 
General's
 Of-
fice ruled 
that 
negotiations  
between  
the
 NWS and 
SJSU  for 
non-compet-
itive 
construction  and
 leasing 
of
 a 
proposed  on
-campus
 facility did
 not 
qualify 
under  the Federal
 Competi-
tion 
and  Contracting
 Act. 
The act 
requires 
governmental  
agencies 
to hold open bids
 when ne-
gotiating
 with potential
 contractors, 
but
 allows 
exceptions
 under the
 act 
when 
the government
 clearly 
bene-
fits. 
SJSU and 
the NWS hoped
 their 
negotiations  would
 be considered
 an 
exception.
 
Besides use of 
the  multi -million 
dollar 
building. 
NWS was 
guar-
anteed  use of the
 SJSU 
Department  
of 
Aviation's  
facilities  at the
 San 
Jose 
International  Airport for 
weather  
research.
 
The  proposed 
SJSU  site is in 
clear  
line
-of-sight to 
the new 
weather 
radar  
on
 Mt. 
Umunhum
 and pro-
vides  space for
 an upper air 
sounding 
station,
 said Don 
Witten,  NWS 
pub-
lic affairs officer.
 
The NWS
 approached
 the univer-
sity with the 
idea of sole
-source
 bid-
ding,
 said Peter 
Lester,
 SJSU chair-
man  of the 
Meteorology 
Department.  
"Our general 
desire is to co -locate 
'Our 
desire  is to 
co -
locate
 
our  
offices
 
with
 
campuses.'
 
 Don 
Witten, 
National
 Weather 
Service  
our
 operations 
office?,  with 
univer-
sity 
campuses,"  Witten said.
 
The 
inspector general's 
office  
does not make the 
final decision, but 
only makes 
a recommendation.
 
according  to 
Witten.
 
"It was our 
decision,  and we 
de-
cided to follow
 their recommenda-
tion,"  he 
said.  
The NWS still
 expects to move its 
Redwood City 
office  to the South 
Bay, 
Witten
 said. 
While
 the ruling 
was a setback.
 
SJSU is still
 in the bidding,
 Lester 
said.  
However, there 
are two unknown, 
which
 make it 
difficult  to estimate
 
whether 
the university 
can  compete 
successfully  in 
the open bidding,
 he 
said.
 
"We 
don't know how 
long
 it will 
take before bidding is 
opened."  Les-
ter said. "And, we 
don't know how 
long the university
 can wait before
 it 
decides to 
use the
 proposed
 space for
 
something  else."
 
The NWS
 has begun a 
moderniza-
tion  and 
consolidation
 process, Wit-
ten 
said. The move to 
SJSU  was to 
be a part of it. 
SJSU worked 
for at least 
three 
See 
RIO,
 hack pap 
Students
 
robbed, 
face
 
meat
 
cleaver
 
By
 Shelby Grad 
Daily staff writer 
When 
someone entered 
his bed-
room 
last Friday 
night,  Eric Tse 
first 
thought it 
was  his 
roommate.
 
But when 
the man pointed 
a large 
meat cleaver
 from Tse's
 kitchen at 
the 20
-year -old SJSU
 student, 
two 
hours of 
terror  began. 
Tse,
 two other 
SJSU
 students, 
and  
a fourth
 roommate 
were  robbed and 
tied up 
March 31 
at their 
townhouse  
off Lundy 
Avenue in 
North San 
Jose. 
San  Jose 
police  
officers
 
charged  27
-year
-old 
Ronnie
 Torre', 
a paroled 
ex
-convict and 
an alleged 
drug user,
 in the case. 
"I was 
pretty startled."
 Tse said. 
"I didn't 
know
 what he 
was  going to 
do." 
Tom, allegedly
 threatened and 
robbed the 
four men after
 he broke 
into 
their  house 
through  an 
open  
bathroom 
window, 
according  to 
SJPD
 Detective 
Pat  Boyd. 
Torre, allegedly
 took Tse 
from his 
bedroom
 to the kitchen,
 where the 
victim was tied up with 
an electrical 
cord from his stereo.
 
The suspect 
then
 reportedly ran-
sacked the room, placing
 y 
aluables
 
in front of  the 
door, Boyd said Fri-
day. 
"I was frightened right at the be-
ginning." Tse said. 
As the 
ordeal
 wore on. though, he 
said the suspect seemed less 
threat-
ening.
 
Two other SJSU students,
 James 
Kwan, 21. and 
Ronald  Kwan. 26. 
were 
also awakened in their bed-
rooms and allegedly tied up and 
robbed by Torrez, police reported. 
The suspect stayed in 
the house 
for two hours hut never awakened 
the 
fourth  roommate. 26 -year -old 
Jackson Ng. who slept 
through
 the 
incident in another 
part of the town-
house. Boyd said. 
The students lost 
an estimated 
$6,0(X)
 in property.
 
including
 
Tse's  
1986 Chevy Camaro. 
"He had to ask what 
kind  of 
auto
-
See 
STUDENTS,
 hack page 
It's 
better
 than
 the library 
=1... 
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Credit 
union
 
attempts
 to help 
University
 president
 Gail 
Fullerton  
receives
 a 
plaque in 
commemoration
 of last 
week's
 %%eek of 
David Pipkins  
Daily staff photographer 
the  Voung
 Child.
 
Current
 
concerns  
include  
possi-
ble  low 
-interest  
loans 
for  child 
care. 
Low
-interest
 loans 
may make 
child care 
more 
affordable  
By Mary R. 
Callahan 
Daily  staff 
writer  
Future 
generations  of SJSU 
students
 may 
remember
 1989 as 
the
 year of child care." 
While Associated Students 
and 
university  president Gail 
Fullerton
 are working to increase 
available  childcare 
services,
 the 
Washington  Square Federal 
Credit 
Union  is trying to make 
them more affordable.
 
The 
student -run 
credit  union is 
developing a 
new  low -interest
 
loan 
for  students with children in 
day care,  
according  to Jim 
Rine-
hart. program 
coordinator
 for the 
credit 
union. 
Under the program. the 
credit  
union would pay
 students' child-
care 
costs directly to their
 child-
care facility.
 Rinehart said. 
The students  
would 
be re-
quired 
to pay interest 
only as 
long as they are enrolled at 
SJSU. he 
said. They would
 not 
begin 
paying off the loan until 
six months after graduation. 
National Credit 
Union  Asso-
ciation regulations 
prevent
 Rine-
hart from 
releasing  exact interest 
rates just 
yet,  but he said last 
month they would probably be 
somewhere 
in the 
range 
of 6 per-
cent to 10 
percent. 
The 
maximum
 loan amount 
will probably be 
52,500.
 though 
that 
amount
 is subject to change. 
he 
said.  
The  on -campus childcare fa-
cility. Frances 
Gulland  Child 
Development Center. 
operates  
on a 
sliding  scale, according 
to 
Director Karen 
Sheridan.  
The program has not yet been 
fully defined. Rinehart said,
 but 
the credit 
union  is 
considering
 
four 
proposals.  
The first two 
would  provide 
low -interest loans to 
students
 
able 
to show 
good  
credit
 
ratings,  
he said.
 Depending on the 
maxi-
mum loan 
amount  the credit 
union establishes, students 
would pay off the loan 
over
 
a 
two- or three-year 
period,  begin-
ning six months after graduation 
The other two 
proposals  
would be possible only with the 
cooperation of the Associated 
Students,
 according to Rinehart. 
See 
LOANS.  hack page 
Students
 
vie  
for
 
oral 
interpretation
 
award  
By E. Mark 
Moreno  
Daily staff
 writer 
Sounding like radii, stars 1mm the 
day 
of 
old,  a group ol 
SJSC
 stu-
dents gave readings in the university 
Studio 
Theatre on Thursday in an 
oral interpretation competition. 
The 86th annual Dr. Dorothy 
Kaucher Contest For L scellence in 
Oral Interpretation le,iliii ed five stu-
dents reading material
 by
 such au-
thors as E. H. White and Langston 
Hughes.
 
Competing 
for  the $150 award 
Alyssa
 
Jenson
 -- Daily 
staff  
photographer  
Dean 
I,e uses a hook to shade his eyes from the
 fe-
 
('enter  
deck. Record -breaking temperatures 
rocious
 sunlight 
beating  
down
 on the 
Aquatics
 
burned  the San 
Jose
 area 
l'hursdav and
 
Fridax.  
given to the winner. 
ea. h 
performer 
took
 
the  stage and 
read out loud 
to 
the audience  
i,1 
about  18 
who
 
at
the show 
"What it's
 really good 
tot 
is 
a  
venue
 for 
people w ho aren't 
in 
the 
performing  arts." said I 
isa
 Zam-
betti. a senior 
majoring
 in 
theatre
 
arts
 who organi/ed 
the
 event 
The
 audience
 
response
 was posi-
tive. 
"A few students  
lion, 
other
 de-
partments said it w as great
 
f and 
asked) w hy 
they
 didn't hear ot. this 
before."
 
/.ambetti said. 
The contest winner, Deanna Mac-
Lean, said oral 
interpretation  is 
"conipleiely different from 
acting. 
You're not up there being a charac-
ter." 
MacLean, a 
senior majoring in 
theatre arts, 
won  the award with an 
impassioned
 
reading
 of "The Apol-
ogy by 
Donald  
Barthelme,  a story 
epuonwing "the argument that 
someone  
who's just broken up with 
s lllll ehod) has vs
 
oh themselves." 
"You're creating
 a picture in the 
mind's eye 
of the audience." 
added  
first finalist Michael
 La Mere, a ju-
nior
 in theatre arts,
 who 
read  the sad 
ending to ER.
 White's 
"Charlotte's  
Web." 
The 
Kaucher  
contest
 is part of 
a 
scholarship 
awarded  every 
semester
 
to 
university  
students,
 who are given
 
funds and a 
budget to work with in 
preparing
 the competition. This 
se-
mester
 the scholarship 
was  
awarded  
to 
Zambetti.
 
The contest, a 
reading
 of some lit. 
See 
CONTEST,  hack 
page
 
Associated
 Students budget 
squeeze
 
could  
bring about 
funding  
controversy  
Lower 
revenues  
affect campus groups 
By Joel Beers 
Daily staff writer
 
The discussion over this year's 
Associated
 
Students
 budget may 
turn  
out to 
he 
a w 
Faced with less projected 
rewinte
 
than last year hut forced
 to net 
else
 
funding for high -priority
 groups. the 
A.S.
 is caught in an unenviable posi-
tion. how does it keep 
everybody
 
happy when there 
isn't enough 
money to do it' 
The 
answei  is 
not  an 
easy
 
one.  
according hi Budget Committee 
Chairman Key m Reese. 
'I expect 
some people to 
he a 
little upset'. Reese said. "Any time 
someone doesn't get what they ask 
for they 're going to he a 
little 
dis-
turbed
 
The 
projected  budget 
for  next year 
$984.6248, 
substantially  less than
 
last year's figure. which was slightly 
more than $1 million. 
 
The primary 
reason
 for the dis-
crepancy is that the A.S. will not re-
ceive  any funds from Spartan Shops 
this year. 
Usually. 
Spartan Shops 
gRes 
its 
excess revenue 
to the AS., 
which 
then allocates it. 
This year. how-
ever. Spartan 
Shops  has allocated 
the 
money to the 
proposed  
Meteorol-
ogy Building. 
The effect has 
been
 the creation of 
a "budget crunch,- in 
the words of 
budget committee member and A.S. 
President-elect  Scott 
Santandrea.  
Santandrea  and other
 
committee  
memhers say they expect to hear 
substantial resistance from several 
groups.
 
including  the 
music  and ath-
letics 
departments,  at Wednesday's 
Associated Students meeting. 
The committee is currently pre-
paring a final 
recommendation
 that it 
will submit to the A.S. 
Alter the committee 
submits
 its 
recommendation,  a public hearing 
will be conducted. 
The hearing will give impacted 
groups an opportunity to air their 
concerns.
 
After the hearing, the A.S. can 
choose to amend the budget 
commit-
tee recommendations 
or approve 
them. 
Two areas 
named by the budget 
committee 
as
 high priorities are A.S. 
leisure services and the program 
hoard. 
"We're looking 
to increase the 
funding (to leisure 
services and the 
program board) so they
 can 
become
 
viable entities
 in the Rec Center." 
Santandrea said. "We're expanding 
them 
to 
meet
 the needs
 of the
 fa-
cility.**
 
The 
program hoard,  which will 
schedule four to six major 
concerts  a 
year  in the arena, has 
a recom-
mended allocation of 591.000.
 
Last
 
year it 
received  
almost
 $77.000. 
Leisure services,
 which will use 
the 
Rec Center for classes 
and intra-
mural 
games,
 has received a 
recom-
mended 
allocation of almost 
$103,((X).  That 
figure is $4.000
 
more than
 last  year's allocation. 
The only problem 
with expanding 
these two areas, Santandrea said.
 is 
See BUDGET. hack
 page 
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Grateful for
 'The Gar' 
In the interest of preserving my innocence, lam 
devotedly
 apolitical. I have a low threshold for 
cynicism, and subjecting myself to the conspirato-
rial manipulations of bureaucracy would undoubt-
edly obliterate the hope for a humane, rational 
world to which I desperately  cling. 
However, there is one political 
figure
 whose 
opinions I cannot ignore:
 Lyndon LaRouche. He 
is the embodiment of political paranoia. The 
fanatically extreme views he espouses shed a farci-
cal light on the entire political arena and promote 
my belief that politicians' most important 
contribu-
tion
 to improving the quality of life is their fulfill-
ment of the 
much need-
ed role of 
comic inter-
lude.
 
In 
an
 
interview 
Metro 
con-
ducted with 
LaRouche  
by 
phone 
from his pre-
sent resi-
dence
 in a 
Virginia jail, he explained that the Grateful Dead 
"was generated as a British
 Intelligence opera-
tion..."
 
The Grateful Dead's unusual 
style of music is 
associated 
with  a psychedelic state of mind that is 
not conducive to 
LaRouche's  primary interest of 
promoting scientific and technological progress. 
But 
I  think he is stretching things just a bit when 
he identifies the band as a project of a three -nation 
intelligence operation that examined 
brainwashing 
experiments during the Korean War period and uti-
lized the 
Satanic  influence of rock music to alter 
personalities. 
LaRouches delusions remind me of a collection 
of notes a friend of mine collected while working 
for the 
post
 office.  
At the time, some less -than
-sane individual was 
participating in a 
one-way  correspondence with 
an 
entity  referred to as Babba. 
The
 letters were all 
scribbled
 on coffee -stained napkins and
 odd bits of 
paper and then 
deposited in the mail box 
without  
envelope or address. 
One installment 
described  the 
espionage 
activi-
ties the anonymous author encountered during a 
trip to his favorite restaurant. 
Upon boarding the bus, he realized 
he 
was  
10
 
cents short of the required fare.
 
This oversight 
was, of course, 
no
 fault of his own. He had the 
proper change when he left
 his house but some-
where along the
 way a dime had managed 
to slip 
through a "space -gap in time" 
and disappear forev-
er.  
This mystery was obviously part of a 
scheme
 
by government officials to 
create
 obstacles to 
his 
mission. His suspicions were augmented 
by the 
presence  of Ronald Reagan and Margaret 
Thatcher  
disguised 
as a bus driver and a waitress, respec-
tively, in order to observe his activity. 
The 
letter ended with a 
piece of advice
 for 
Babba:  "I am suggesting 
to everyone with whom I 
correspond
 that they should save 
everything  I 
write to them. Undoubtedly it 
will
 prove 
valuable
 
someday
 to possess the memos 
of
 a man who pur-
portedly has the 
power  to raise the 
dead."  
The 
difference,  as I sec it, between
 these waste-
paper rantings
 and those of LaRouche, is 
that
 
Babba's mysterious pen pal
 probably didn't have 
the monetary resources to 
enable
 him to distribute 
his insights
 to the public. The 
Metro  article said 
some 
estimates  indicate the LaRouche organiza-
tion 
speruis  S30 million per year. 
Without
 his 
financial
 
resources,  four
-time
-presi-
dential
-candidate
 LaRouche
 would 
be just 
another  
coffee
-shop 
weirdo  
displacing  his
 feelings 
of per-
secution 
on
 harmless
 groups 
like
 
the 
Grateful  
Dead. 
I've seen bumper -stickers supporting the 
Grateful Dead's 
lead
 guitarist Jerry Garcia for 
president. Maybe
 LaRouche has seen them too 
and viewed them as a 
serious threat to his chances 
of becoming president. 
His negative campaigning against Garcia may 
not be as 
paranoid  as it appears.  I know if I had to 
make a
 
choice between the Iwo, I wouldn't hesitate 
to put in a vote for "The 
Gar." 
Phillip Best is a Spartan Daily skewriter 
Phillip 
Best 
Forum
 
Keep 
racism
 off the 
airwaves 
I 
can understand KSJS' 
desire to 
generate ideas and opinions
 as part 
of its programming, but I 
cannot  
understand  the radio station's deci-
sion to 
allow  a white supremist 
speak on 
one of its talk shows. 
The 
program,  which 
aired  last 
week as pan of the 
station's "About 
This and That Show,"
 featured (if 
you can call it that) William Herrel, 
an 88 -year -old white supremist. 
Here is a man who 
believes  the 
United  States should be a land of 
whites  only, that minorities 
should  
cease to exist, and that 
the  cause of 
all the strife in America is the 
pres-
ence of minorities. 
And KSJS dignifies him by 
allowing him to espouse his warped 
views
 on one of its programs. 
I have 
to wonder about the sta-
tion's 
motives  for allowing Herrel to 
speak on 
its show. 
Was 
this some sort of legitimate 
attempt to solve the racial problems 
facing this country? I don't think so. 
Or was it a cheap publicity
 stunt 
o attract 
protest and draw 
attention
 
to the station?
 That sounds 
more 
Rob
 Lyon 
like 
it. 
Well, KSJS,
 pull the plug on 
it. I 
personally have 
seen  enough of this 
Gerald() Rivera -type
 journalism, 
and I sure don't
 want to hear it on 
our campus 
radio station. 
Surely 
KSJS
 can produce 
more
 
worthy  topics for discussion
 than 
digging
 up an old man who
 comes 
from 
a generation of 
Nazism
 that 
most people would 
like  to forget. 
Let's all just hope the guy croaks 
before
 somebody
 else decides to air 
his blatantly 
racist views. 
And let's hope 
that !CMS 
changes its brand of journalism 
and 
Surely KSJS 
can 
produce  
more
 
worthy 
topics
 for 
discussion
 than 
digging
 up an 
old man who 
comes from a 
generation
 of 
Nazism 
that 
most people 
would like 
to for-
get. 
brings legitimate speakers with 
legitimate 
views  to its shows. 
Rob Lyon is a 
Spartan Daily 
staff 
writer.  
Campus
 Voice 
Nine months is 
a small price to 
pay for a life 
Heather
 Coen is a junior 
studying chemistry at 
SJSU.  
In the last two weeks 
one of 
your columnists 
used  a scenario to 
address the issue of abortion. 
Although not labeled, tie informa-
tion 
presented was slanted 
toward  
the pro -choice stand. In 
response 
to that column on abortion, I want 
to 
express
 my anti -abortion view. 
The life 
and death decisions on 
abortion
 arc in the hands of those 
of us least 
able to 
make
 the right 
choices:
 young unwed mothers. 
Sometimes dumped by 
their fami-
lies, these teenagers seek guidance
 
and support from anyone who will 
help them. Told by adults to decide
 
quickly (because the fetus is 
grow-
ing), these young women hardly 
have a 
chance.
 
As human beings, the 
real deci-
sion of what 
happens  to these 
teenagers and their babies essen-
tially rests on all of us. In this city 
are thousands of us who are will-
ing to support operations like 
Heritage Home, which 
provide
 
counseling and homes for unwed 
mothers and 
placement  for their 
babies. The waiting list in this area
 
is over five years for 
adopting a 
baby under two.
 
Perhaps we
 are shooting 
at
 a 
secondary target. Instead of pre-
venting the birth we
 need to focus 
our efforts on preventing
 the con-
ception. We need 
to
 morally and 
physically 
educate
 the children and 
teenagers 
we
 do have so that the 
sexual
 promiscuity of our next 
generation does not result in 
unwanted pregnancies. 
But for 
now 
abortion  controversy clouds 
the real issue, so we must deal with 
it. 
For the majority of us who have 
had children, abortion
 is no issue at 
all. When 
conception  occurs, the 
being and soul of the child are 
invested in the potential of life. 
Children
 
are conceived with the 
"right" to grow and live as 
a 
human being, not die in 
payment 
for a 
mother's
 bad decision. I 
will  
never support the violent
 actions 
place  in front of abortion 
clinics, but 
I am far more con-
cerned with what goes 
on
 in the 
clean, 
white  clinic rooms. Hidden 
beneath the veneer of abortion lies 
a hideous
 crime. That is why there 
is so much emotion in the abortion 
issue, and why some anti -abortion-
ists are willing to be arrested to 
stop young mothers
 from making 
such a terrible mistake. 
Personally.  I would 
never want 
to be held 
responsible for 
the death 
of 
any human, 
child or fetus.
 
Whether the 
first or second 
trimester constitutes
 life is not the 
issue; the result
 after nine 
months  
confirms
 "being 
potential"
 in every 
single conception. 
Nine  months is 
a 
very small price to pay for the 
life of a baby who is  
wanted  by 
thousands of 
childless  couples. 
But far outweighing this issue, 
the terrible torture and 
suffering 
we inflict on these helpless humans 
is beyond belief. The bodies
 of 
"our children" lie in the gravelcss 
garbage can of women's
 rights at 
the back of abortion 
clinics. The 
issue is not pro -choice, it's whether 
we are willing to 
commit to moral 
and ethic genocide. 
Ten 
years since 
Three Mile 
Island 
... 
a 
monument
 
to
 
caretess, 
willful
 disregard
 
for 
the 
fragile
 web of life on Earth. 
Mattison
 
Avenue
 
Sallie
 
Mattison
 
Identity
 
crisis  
At
 first 
I couldn't 
believe 
it.  But as 
I 
went 
through  
my
 book bag
 for the 
third  time, 
the evidence
 was 
plainly  
there  
or rather, it 
wasn't. My 
purse was 
missing. 
The 
realization  
was slow 
to sink in. 
Maybe I 
was wrong. 
Maybe it had
 
slipped 
down
 under folders
 and papers. 
Maybe I was
 missing the 
obvious, like 
the  
purloined 
letter,  and it was 
right there in 
front of me. 
Or maybe
 it was missing.
 
Misplacing
 a purse (briefcase,
 book 
bag, backpack, 
wallet)  can infuse 
a dawn-
ing dread 
that
 slowly spreads 
through
 the 
pit 
of
 one's stomach. A lost 
purse rates 
right up there with china
 smashed to 
smithereens
 through slippery hands or a 
favorite  blouse torn to shreds when 
caught 
on a wire fence. It's not 
something you do 
on 
purpose,  but the sense of permanent
 
loss can be devastating. 
The implications
 of this hit me, one by 
one. 
My entire identity was in that purse. 
Fortunately for me, my wits were dulled 
by the first shock of realization, so I could 
not instantly recall every item that was in 
my handbag, and therefore now inaccessi-
ble. But I was aware enough to 
realize 
'hat 
my
 wallet containing ID., checkbook, 
calendar 
and address book was no longer 
securely
 in my possession. 
My keys! Usually I dropped my keys 
into the bottom of my 
book bag, but for 
some unfathomable reason
 I shoved them 
into my 
purse.  With sinking 
spirits,  I 
remembered  that no copy of 
my car key 
existed.  
The search 
began.
 I tried to recall 
every move I'd made that morning. I 
haunted the lost -and -found depots at three 
places on campus. I searched restroom 
trashcans (well, I had help with the 
men's 
rooms).
 I even went back to my car as if, 
like a stray horse returning to its stable, 
my purse had somehow found its way 
there. 
It hadn't. 
Anger
 
set in. The nagging whisper 
that 
someone
 may have purposely 
taken my purse grew
 into strong sus-
picion. Who would do such a thing? It 
wouldn't take anyone long to notice the 
few dollars and 
some -odd change drifting 
loose, or the embarrassingly low account 
balance in my checkbook. 
Silently,
 I appealed 
to this 
theoretical  
thief  to take 
the  change 
and  return 
my
 
purse.  
But I 
had  to be 
realistic.  I 
called  the 
bank 
to freeze 
my
 checking 
account 
and  
credit
 cards. 
I called my 
apartment
 man-
ager,
 who 
immediately  
changed 
my
 lock. 
I 
filed a 
report
 with 
UPD.  This 
was  not 
the 
most 
comforting  
activity,  
because
 I 
was 
required
 to list 
the contents
 of my 
curse.
 
I needed to pick up my financial aid 
check;
 no student I.D. 
I needed to get some cash to eat dinner; 
no ATM card. 
I needed to call a friend to cancel an 
appointment
 I had that night. Her number 
was in my purse. 
Didn't the 
person  who had
 my handbag
 
know what 
its absence 
was  doing to 
me? 
That 
night,
 as I 
cleared  
my
 
answering
 
machine,
 I heard
 a strange
 voice 
speaking  
golden
 words 
I'd been 
yearning  
for  all  
day:
 A 
professor  
found  my 
purse in 
a 
classroom 
and  
turned
 it 
in
 to 
his 
depart-
ment
 office. 
I could 
barely 
believe  it. 
I had my 
identity  back. 
Sallie
 
Mattison  is 
the 
Assigning
 
Editor/News.
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Currie
 
tries
 
movies  just for
 
kicks  
By
 
Doris  
Kramer
 
Daily
 staff
 
writar  
This
 
SJSU
 
black
 belt has con-
quered
 
many
 
of
 the 
titles available 
in 
the
 
martial
 arts circuit and 
now 
he's 
looking
 
to 
steal a place on the 
silver  
screen.
 
Chuckie
 "Quick
 Kick" 
Currie, 
a 
five
-time 
world  
title holder, flailed 
Such 
lightening
-quick  kicks
 in com-
petition 
that the 
Professional
 Karate 
Association
 named 
him the 
"Fastest 
Kicker  in the
 U.S.", 
thus 
earning
 
Currie  the 
nickname  
"Quick  
Kick."
 
Currie,
 a 
28 -year-old 
art major, 
has  
Spent much
 of his life 
involved in 
the 
physically
 
gruelling  
and  mental-
ly 
demanding
 study
 of the
 martial 
arts.  Currie started
 his training in 
martial
 arts 
when
 he was 
6 -years -
old. 
: 
His  father, a 
former  professional
 
rniddleweight
 boxer,
 previously
 
wanted 
Chuckie to 
follow  in his 
footsteps.
 He 
changed
 his 
mind  
When 
Chuckie,  
sparring  with
 an 
older 
brother, spun 
around, arched 
a 
limber kick high 
in the face of his 
taller 
sibling, 
cutting
 open the 
sur-
prised  boy's lip, thus
 ending the spar 
and starting 
Curries
 training in the 
martial
 
arts.  
. "My father then enrolled me 
into 
Karate classes and 
dropped
 the idea 
of me boxing forever,' 
said
 Currie,  
who 
has  two brothers that 
are pro-
fessional boxers. 
Proving a natural in the fighting 
arts, Currie obtained his first black 
belt by his 10th birthday, his second 
by his 
14th,  and by the time he was 
17 he had earned another with 
seven -time karate world champion 
winner Byong Yu as his instructor. 
Displaying
 his
 
versatility
 
and  per-
severance,
 the 5
-foot
-10,
 175
-pound  
Currie
 added
 
several
 
different
 
titles  
to
 his 
black 
belts 
by the 
time 
he 
became
 
21.
 
Other than his world
 titles,
 cume 
has 
gathered
 
10 
national
 
champi-
onship  
titles,
 two
 
world  
titles
 in 
Karate,
 and
 won
 the 
Gold
 
medal  
twice  
for 
the  
world  
title 
in 
Tae  
Kwon  
Do. 
A 
popular
 
martial  
arts 
magazine,
 
"Inside
 
Kung 
Fu 
Magazine"
 rated
 
Currie  
as the 
No. 
1 
martial  
arts  
performer
 
in
 the 
United
 
States.  
"I 
learned
 never
 to 
stet 
mad 
at sr 
opponent,"  
Came  
said.
 -it you 
ognt  
mad,
 you're 
going to 
lose. The 
key 
is
 to 
concentrate  
on 
winning
 and 
to
 
always
 have a plan." 
Now, the
 quick 
kicking 
champion's
 
plan is a 
career 
making 
films. 
Sharing  
places  
among  the 
ranks of 
martial 
arts 
movie  
stars,
 such 
as 
Shelley  Scott-
 Daily staff photographe 
QUICK KICKS - SJSU student 
Chuckle  
Currie, a Sesenth degree 
Black Belt 
pursuing a film career, spars 
with Husayn Campbell. 
Bruce Lee
 and Chuck 
Norris is very
 
appealing  to 
the  athlete 
in
 need of 
higher goals. 
Currie 
has appeared 
as a stuntper-
son/stand-in
 playing 
a martial 
arts
 
instructor 
in
 the 
Paramount
 Pictures
 
release 
"The 
Shadow  Fighter." 
But 
it's not 
Currie's
 style to 
stand 
in the 
background
 for long.
 
Tired
 of waiting
 to be 
"discovered"  
and thus 
brought 
into the 
limelight,  
Currie  decided 
to make 
his  own 
movie. 
The production 
entitled 
"Black Belt 
Dancer"
 stars Currie 
as 
a high
-kicking  fighter 
that  likes to 
take  a break 
to dance 
when  he's 
clear  of 
dangerous
 thugs 
that
 try 
unsuccessfully 
to take a pop 
at
 the 
fighter.
 The video is 
expected  to be 
completed  by 
mid -summer. 
Currie  
has 
been 
corresponding
 with several 
of 
Hollywood's  stars
 in search of 
a 
potential 
backer  to 
finance
 a full-
scale 
production.  
Currie  
has
 
appeared
 in 
hundreds
 of 
shows
 and 
tournaments,
 
including
 
half-time
 
appearances
 for
 the 
San  
Francisco
 49ers
 and 
the 
Golden  
State  
Warriors.
 He 
also 
has  
had
 
spots 
on 
Evening
 
Magazine
 and
 
ESPN. 
Richard  
Pryor,  Prince,
 Chico 
DeBarge and
 other celebrities 
have  
sought Curries 
martial arts prowess
 
and hired 
the fighter as their 
body-
guard. 
Currie enjoyed  the 
opportuni-
ty the body
 gaurd position 
gave  him 
to 
meet such 
celebrities.  
"Richard  
Prior 
told  
me
 that 
the 
better 
you are, 
the harder
 it is to 
make 
it." Currie
 said." 
But  then 
again,
 once you
 make one
 good 
movie,
 you've got 
it made." 
The
 busy 
daily  schedule
 led by 
Currie
 includes 
attending 
classes  at 
SJSU, teaching
 private 
Karate  
lessons  at the San 
Jose Academy 
of
 
the 
Performing Arts,
 completing 
"Black
 Belt Dancer", 
doing ground-
work 
in search of a 
backer
 and try-
ing to 
sandwich  in as many 
hours as 
possible practicing his 
martial  arts 
technique. 
"I
 
used  
to 
be 
able 
to 
practice
 
at
 
least
 
eight
 
hours
 a 
day,"
 
Currie
 
said."But
 
now,
 with
 
time
 
constraints
 
as 
they
 
are.
 
I'm  
lucky  
if 
I can 
exceed  
four  
hours."
 
When  
Currie  
finds  
spare
 time,
 he 
enjoys
 
dancing.
 
"The 
main  object
 in 
performing  
the 
martial 
arts is to 
gain 
control  
mentally
 and 
physically
 over 
both  
yourself
 and 
your  
opponent,"  
he
 
said.
 "It's 
incredible
 how 
it drains
 
you.
 
"My only release from all the 
stress is through dancing." he 
added.  
Currie has also been perfectin'r a 
technique that incorporates the mar-
tial arts choreographed to music, 
with a few dance steps thrown in for 
effect. 
"I  
just
 do it for 
fun  right 
now,"
 said 
Currie. "I don't 
think that I 
could  try 
it 
on stage just 
yet."  
Even  if the film 
venture  doesn't 
pan out, 
Currie  always
 tries "to 
have
 
ideas 
flowing  and 
to be ever 
ready 
for 
change."  
Springtime
 
play  
action
 
Shelley Scott Da.ly
 staff 
photographer
 
Quarterback 
Matt
 N 
catch  (14), a 
junior  college transfer from
 
Kansas,  fakes a 
handolT  to 
Sheldon 
'anley  
120) during
 spring practice. 
Canley
 is returning f   a 
junior red -shirt season 
alter an ankle injury . 
Rea striving
 for 
more 
consistency
 
By 
Matthew
 D. 
Anderson  
Daily staff unto. 
A 
pitcher
 needs
 consistency
 to sur-
vive.
 
SJSU's 
19th -ranked 
baseball team 
is 
fortunate  to have a 
young pitcher 
near that level. 
Sophomore 
left-hander
 Donnie 
Rca is a 
clean  cut guy who 
looks as 
if he 
walked  off a 
Texas  farm. He 
  stands 6 -foot -2 
and 195 pounds, 
with 
his chest
 
dominating his 
body make-up. 
Last  year 
as
 a 
freshman,
 
Rea  
was
 a member of 
the Spartans' 
rotation, 
finish-
ing 
with
 a 5-3
 
record 
and four 
complete games. 
This 
season 
Rea  
is 6-3 with 
five
 complete games 
and 
two shutouts. 
He's
 pitched almost 
as 
many innings this season
 (64) as 
he did last 
year  (73) and has
 
improved in other
 areas. Through 
1)onnie
 
Rea  
6-3
 
Pet  cod
 
the 
halfway  point of the season, 
Rea 
has given 
up only 15 walks com-
pared to 39 for all of 1988. His 
ERA has 
improved 
considerably  
too.
 In 1988, Rea
 
posted 
a 4.91 
ERA. This 
season
 it's hovering at 
2.63. 
"Pitching 
last
 year has helped me 
already this 
season."  Rca said. "I'm 
more confident, last 
year was a little 
intimidating at times. Now I know 
I've pitched 
against all these teams 
before, 
that's
 going to help me out." 
Spartan coach Sam Piraro
 says 
Rea "will be a 
premier Division I 
pitcher." 
Rea  is 
the
 veteran
 pitcher
 of the 
Spartans'
 
three-man  
rotation,
 which
 
includes  
Dave 
Tellers  
and  
Chris
 
Martin. 
"I've worked on a 
changeup  and 
slider which I 
just  picked up this 
Year,"
 
Rea  
said. "The 
first
 
time
 I 
threw  it a lot was 
against
 Santa 
Clara  the 
first  time I 
pitched  against 
them." 
That  
game
 was the
 first 
of
 four 
consecutive
 
complete  
game^. 
Rea  
pitched. 
Although 
he lost 
to Santa 
Clara (Feb. 28, 3-2). 
Rea  had two 
shutouts and a string of 20 consecu-
tive 
scoreless
 innings. 
Since 
March  28, Rea 
has  hit a 
minor 
slump,  losing his 
last  two 
games.
 
"That's 
what
 happens in baseball,"
 
Rea said. "You pitch
 good for a 
streak and
 then you're not 
going to 
pitch 
so good. I wish I 
could be 
more 
consistent.  But you just 
have 
to work through it and 
try and come 
back the next game 
and pitch bet-
ter."  
"I
 like 
throwing
 
once
 and
 then
 
getting
 a 
lot of 
rest. 
Once
 I 
throw,1
 
can 
go 
and 
get  
the
 
complete
 game.
 
But 
after 
that,
 I 
can't  
throw  
for 
a 
another 
five  
days.  
"My 
arm has hurt 
all  my We. I've 
always had arm 
problems.  I can't 
explain why 
it takes longer for
 me 
to rebound from 
a start." 
Intent on 
earning a 
degree 
in busi-
ness 
management
 
before  
pursuing
 
anything
 else, 
Rea and 
the 
Spartans  
fans 
can  look 
forward
 to hitr
 
improving
 his
 pitching
 over 
the  flex 
two years. 
SpartaGuide
 
TODAY  
A.S.  Intercultural 
Steering 
Committee:
 Meeting, 3 p.m.. 
S.C.
 
Montalvo 
Room. For more
 informa-
tion
 
call  
292-3197.  
Campus 
Ministry  Center: nis-
i:to...ion.  
7 p.m., 10th and San Carlos 
Streets. For more information call 
298-0204. 
SJSU Film Production Club: 
Meeting. 2 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall 
Room 222. For more information 
call 
924-4571.
 
Chemistry Department: Semi-
nar. 4:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall 
Room  
135. 
For  more information call 
924-
5000. 
A.S.M.C.:
 Organiiational meet -
Spartan 
Daily  
Serving  the 
San Jose
 State 
University  
Community
 Since
 1934 
(UCPS509-480)  
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INTERNATIONAL  WEEK '89 
Tuesday April 11 
BRAZILIAN DAY  
The Brazilian consul from San Francisco 
will speak on the 
Current political, 
economic, and social
 situation in Brazil. 
This event will be held in the Almaden 
Room in
 
the Student Union at 12:30. 
Admission is free 
Information: 
Miguel Avila 262-8044 
Presented 
by Clube lusitania 
ing. 8 
p.m.. S.U. Pacheco 
Room.  
For more 
information  call 924-6226. 
Alpha 
Phi  Omega: Open 
meet-
ing. 6 
p.m.,  S.U. Montalvo Room.
 
For
 more information call 
245-9165 
or 225-1009. 
Career Planning 
& Placement: 
Interview preparation. 2:30 
p.m, 
S.U. Almaden Room.
 For more in-
formation call 
924-6033.
 
Economics 
Students 
Associa-
tion:
 Meeting. 1:30 p.m.. 
S.U. 
Montalvo Room. 
TUESDAY
 
Marketing  ('Iub: 
Careers  at 
Nordstrom, 
3.30  
p.m.. S.0 
Costa-
noan Room. For 
more information 
call 733-1936. 
Mu Alpha Gamma: 
Meeting. 
4:30 
p.m.. Dwight 
Hemel  Hall 
Room 205. For 
more information 
call 
293-4174.  
Student 
California
 Teachers As-
sociation:  Lunchtime social. noon. 
Sweeney  
Hall  
Courtyard.  
For  more 
information
 call 
268-0116.  
KSJS:
 
Meeting.  
5:30  
p.m..  Hugh 
Gillis  
Hull
 Room 
118. For 
more in-
formation
 call 
924-KSJS.
 
Chicano
 
Library  
Resource  
('en-
ter: 
Chicano
 
literature
-book  
re-
views,
 noon, 
Wahlquist
 Library 
North
 Room 
307.  For 
more  
informa-
tion 
call 
924-2707.
 
Campus  
Crusade 
For 
Christ:  
Here's
 life. 
7:15 p.m.,
 S.U. 
Council  
Chambers. 
For
 
more 
information  
call
 
294-4249.
 
Asian 
American
 
Christian
 
Fellowship:
 7 
p.m..  
S.U.
 
Almaden
 
Room. 
Ohana
 of 
Hawaii:
 
Meeting.  7 
p. 
m..  S . 
U 
Guadalupe
 Room.
 For
 
more 
information
 call 
924-7942. 
WEDNESDAY
 
Meteorology
 
Department:
 Senn 
nar. 4 
p.m.. 
Duncan 
Hall 
Room
 
615.
 
For more
 information
 call 
924-
 
'Taste  of Romance
 
Sexy
 
Lingerie,
 
Exotic 
Lotions  & Oits, 
Adult Oriented 
Gifts  
&Toys  
(condom
 
&rad  
$2 per
 
'Package  
.age
$2.25)  
7sa) 
'DEPOSITNO
 
1ZPTURN 
10% 
Discount with SiSql
 ID 
104 University Ave. Los (jaws  395-7616 
Th. A 
S 
Program  Board
 Presents 
AN 
RANCISCO  
OVING
 
OMPANY  
Saturday,
 
April  
15, 
1989
 
8:00  
p.m.
 
San 
Jose 
State 
University
 
Dance Studio 
Theatre 
(SPX
 
219)  
Admission:
 
Students
  U 
Genersi  - $I 
Tickets
 available 
et BASS, 
A.S. 
Business
 
& et 
door  
For 
more into
 
call 
924-6261
 
Funded
 by 
Associated
 
Students
 
5200.
 
KSJS:
 
"About  
this  and 
that."
 6 
p.m.. 
on 
KSJS.  
For  
more
 
informa-
tion
 call 
924-KSJS.  
Career
 
Planning  
& 
Placement
 
and 
Recreation
 
and 
Leisure  
Stud-
ies 
1/epartinciit:  
Panel 
discussion.  
9 19 
.1 Iii .  
l Almaden 
Room 
For 
mole  ititormation 
call  
974-3000.  
Asian 
Business  
League:  St -nit 
liar. 4 p.m..
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Monday, April 10, I 989'Spartan 
Daily  
Grab
 Bag 
 
Dance
  
The 
Associated  
Students  
Program 
Board presents
 an 
evening
 of modem 
dance by 
the  
San 
Francisco  Moving Co. The
 
show will
 feature three works
 
choreographed by the 
company's  
artistic director, Della 
Davidson.  
Performance
 is on Sat. at 
8 p.m. 
in the 
Studio Dance 
Theatre,
 
Spartan
 Complex, Room 219. 
Tickets, $6/students
 and 58/gen-
eral, are 
available  at BASS 
ticket  
outlets, the A.S. Business
 Office 
and at the door. Information: 
924-6261 
Theater
SJSU 
University  
Theatre
 has 
two 
spring
 studio musicals sched-
uled this 
week  at SJSU. 
Opening  Wednesday
 will be 
the award
-winning musical, "The 
Fantasticks,"
 a love story 
about 
two young people trying to 
cope
 
in the 
adult  world. Showtimes are 
at 8 p.m. and at 2 p.m., and 8 p.m 
on 
Friday.
 
Also featured this week 
is 
"Yours, Anne," 
adapted from the 
book, "Anne Frank: The 
Diary of 
a Young Girl."
 Performances are 
Thursday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.; 
Sat. at 8 
p.m.
 
Tickets for both shows are 
$5/general, 
$4/students  and 
seniors 
and  can be purchased at 
SJSU 
Studio
 Theatre, Hugh Gillis 
Hall, Room 
103. Box Office: 
924-4555.
 
 
City Lights Theater Co. will 
feature a local premier 
of
 the long 
running off-broadway
 play, "A 
Girl's 
Guide  to Chaos." Written 
by Village Voice 
Columnist  
Cynthia 
Heimel,
 the play focuses 
on
 the problems of being a single 
woman in the 1980s.
 
Performances  are 
Thur-Sat.  at 8 
p.m.,
 through May 6. Tickets, $8-
$10, can be purchased at City 
Lights Theater, 70 
N. Almaden 
Ave., next door to 
The  Old 
Spaghetti Factory in San Pedro
 
Square. Information: 295-8318.
 
5 * * 
Northside
 Theatre Co. pre-
sents " ... and stuff ... ," a musi-
cal 
that celebrates life in America 
through the eyes of 15 
teenagers.  
Runs April 13-30. Performances
 
are Thurs.-Sat. at 
8 p.m., Sun. at 
2 p.m.; plus
 Sat., April 15 and 
22
 
at 
3 p.m., Sun., April 16 and 23 at 
7 p.m. 
Tickets  are $5/general, 
$3/children 16 and under and 
seniors. Tickets for opening 
night 
gala.  April 15, are $10 and 
$7. 848 E. Williams, 288-7820. 
** 
San Jose Stage Co. features 
the Obie Award
-winning play, 
"How I 
Got That Story," about 
a reporter's coverage of a Latin-
American
 war 
that 
becomes per-
sonal. Runs through April 23. 
Performances are Thurs. 
and Fri. 
at 8 p.m., Sat. at 5:30 p.m. 
and  9 
p.m., Wed.,
 April 12 at 
8 p.m.; 
Sun.,  April 23 at 2 p.m. Tickets 
are $9.50-$11, 
$6/students
 and 
seniors. 560 South 
First SL, 293-
2110.  
55* 
TheatreWorks  presents
 a 
Northern
 California premier of 
"The  Boys Next Door." 
The  
play is a portrait of four mentally 
handicapped  men living 
together  
in a group apartment. Previews 
are April
 20 and 21 at 8 p.m. 
Performances are 
April 22 -May 
27; Tucs.-Thurs., 
Sun.  at 8 p.m.; 
April 23, May 
14 and 21 at 7 
p.m.; April 30, 
May 7 at 2:30 p.m.
 
Tickets are $12, $8 for 
students/seniors. Tickets for 
preview 
shows are 
$8 and $9. 
Burgess Theatre, 601
 Laurel St., 
Menlo 
Park, (415) 
329-2623.  
 E. 
Mark  
Moreno  
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Jazz
 
star  
Pete
 
Escovedo
 
to 
play
 
at
 SJSU
 this week 
with 
student
 jazz ensemble 
By Daniel 
Vasquez  
owlystewiti5 
A Wednesday night Latin Jazz 
performance will be a culmination 
of months of hard work for Dan 
Sabanovich's 
students.
 
Sabanovich, an SJSU music 
instructor, will present his Latin Jazz 
Ensemble along with 
special guest 
artist Pete Escovedo. 
The concert will begin at 8:15 
p.m. in the Music Department 
Concert 
Hall.  
The all -student musical ensem-
ble is under the 
guidance of 
Sabanovich, who created the first 
Latin Jazz Ensemble at SJSU.
 They 
have  worked the  entire semester 
preparing 
for this one night, he said.
 
"Their energy level is extremely 
high right
 now." Sabanovich said.
 
And for good reason. 
Escovedo  is a respected 
artist,
 
locally and internationally. 
For more than 
20 years, 
Escovedo and his family have been 
a creative
 force 
in Latin Jazz history. 
Escovedo has received 
numerous  
awards
 for his work, including "Jazz 
Musician of 
the Year" in 1983 and 
the "Congressional Award" for out-
standing  contribution to the commu-
nity, state and nation. 
Escovedo and his brother Coke 
created a 16 -piece band called
 
"Azteca" that toured the U.S. with 
Stevie 
Wonder  and the Temptations. 
Escovedo
 and his daughter Sheila 
Escovedo (Sheila 
E) have recorded 
two albums together and have 
appeared in concert together. 
Escovedo has also performed
 
with Billy Cobham,
 George Duke, 
Herbie Hancock, 
Mongo 
Santainaria, Greg Kihn, 
Carlos 
Santana,
 Boz Skaggs, Tito Puente 
and Anita  Baker,
 among others. 
SJSU's Latin Jazz 
Ensemble
 will 
be another addition to the list. 
"This semester, 
we
 decided to go 
into a different
 direction, a different 
style," Sabanovich said. 
In 
order  to make the change 
from
 
the 
"Big
 Band" style of jazz, 
which  
Sabanovich 
directed
 at SJSU in 
past  
semesters, to 
the Afro-Cuban style,
 
which will be 
performed 
Wednesday  
night, 
the players had to spend 
a lot 
of 
time  adjusting their 
styles
 
Sabanovich said. 
"This type of music
 is very com-
plex  
rhythmically,"
 he 
said,  
"And,  I 
must
 say, I 
am very 
proud of 
how 
far 
each of 
my players
 have 
come  in 
only  one 
semester."
 
The essence of the 
performance
 
will be found in the rhythm 
section,  
featuring pianos 
and percussions, 
which will provide the 
heartbeat and 
rhythmic groove associated with 
Latin Jazz and Afro-Cuban music. 
Kevin Twomey and K.C. Filson 
will alternate on piano, each 
with a 
different personal approach, 
Sabanovich
 said. 
Mark 
Danley  will be on the 
drum  
set. James 
Kassis and 
Robert 
Chavira will 
be on Latin 
percus-
sions. David 
Rios  will play 
the  con-
gas  and Lisa 
Alberto  will play
 the 
SJSU
 
choirs
 
search
 
for 
recruits
 
By
 Doris 
Kramer  
Daly 
stall writer 
The  SJSU 
Concert  Choir 
and  the 
Choraliers  need 
new recruits
 to join 
the programs
 and tour 
places  like 
Europe,  Australia
 and 
Disneyland.
 
An all-out
 recruiting effort
 will 
be
 launched 
this
 week to 
secure  both 
new high 
school talent
 and 
current  
SJSU 
students who
 may be 
interest-
ed in a 
music  minor. 
Selected
 works 
of great com-
posers
 such as 
Brahms, 
Bernstein,  
Monteverdi  and  
Mendelssohn
 will 
be featured
 in the 
Annual
 Spring 
Finale  Concert,
 a joint 
presentation
 
by the 
SJSU  Concert 
Choir and the 
Choralicrs.
 
This 
annual  listening
 experience 
will be 
held Friday 
at 8:15 p.m. 
in 
St. 
Andrew's  
Episcopal  
Church,  
Saratoga.  
Tickets are
 $3 and 
arc 
available 
at the door. 
The 
finale
 concert
 serves not
 
only as 
a good-bye 
to the spring
 
semester, 
but  is also the 
final  leg of 
an
 outreach 
project
 familiarizing
 
high
 school 
students  with 
the vocal 
finesse
 
characteristic
 of 
SJSU
 choral 
programs,
 said 
Gina  Argenti,
 public-
ity 
director for 
the Choraliers.
 
The 
Concert
 Choir 
and the 
Choraliers
 will travel
 to various
 
California  
high  schools
 on 
Tuesday  
and 
Wednesday
 in a 
recruiting
 effort 
that has
 been 
successful  in 
strength-
ening 
the music 
program 
for  the past
 
19 
years,
 Argenti
 said. 
They  will 
tour 
high 
schools
 in San
 Ramon, 
Castro  Valley
 and 
Napa.  
"You
 get 
the 
best
 people
 by 
phys-
ically  
letting 
them 
sec 
the  
program,"
 
said 
tiarren
 
Elcin,
 
the  
Choraliers'
 
business
 
manager.
 "It's
 
comparable
 
to 
marketing
 
a I 
roduct,
 
in
 
which  
name
 
recognition
 
is 
established
 
with  
messages 
demonstrating
 the prod-
uct. 
"In 
this  case, 
our music
 is the 
message
 and 
SJSU
 is the 
product," 
he said. "I 
decided  to minor
 in music  
at SJSU 
after 
watching  
the 
Choraliers
 perform 
at my 
Stockton  
high 
school."  
Last year the
 Choraliers
 traveled 
to 
Austria 
for the 
Spittel  Choral
 
Festival,  an 
elite event 
in which the
 
top choir 
from
 each 
country
 is invit-
ed, Elcin
 said. 
SJSU
 secured
 first 
place
 in the 
classical  
division.  This 
was 
the first 
time  in the 
event's 
25
 
years that
 a choir 
with  a woman
 
director  has
 won an 
award at 
the 
event.
 
The  
Choraliers  
are  directed
 by 
Charlene  
Archibcque.  
Mary 
Brcden,
 
new 
at SJSU 
from  the 
University  of 
Texas,  is 
director  
of
 the 
Concert
 
Choir. 
Those 
interested 
in joining
 the 
Concert  Choir
 must be 
able to read
 
music.  The 
Choraliers 
is more 
selec-
tive, and 
auditions 
with Archibeque
 
are
 required.
 
All 
interested
 parties
 are 
invited
 
to call 
924-4332
 for 
more
 informa-
tion.
 
HOUSE-SIT
  
SOME
 
CHILDCARE
 
Stay at 
my
 house,
 care 
for  
my 12 
yr.-old 
son & 
his  
dog. 
May 6-19.
 Days 
free 
until
 4 pm. 
Call 
Darleen  
at
 
723-7309
 for
 
interview.
 
Salary
 + rm.
 & 
board.  
GET  
YOUR
 
FREE
 
SUMMER
 
SESSION
 
SCHEDULE
 
NOW!
 
I i_ASLW 
AUTO RAWTAL e 
Lisa 
Alberto  will 
play the 
bass.  
The 
Wednesday night 
performers 
will 
be joined by an 
SJSU
 Afro -
Brazilian
 percussion 
class for a 
grand finale, 
featuring
 a samba writ-
ten by Escovedo 
titled "Zina's 
Zamba."  The samba 
was recorded 
by Escovedo on his 
latest
 album, 
"Mister E." 
"The 
finale will consist entirely
 
of a 
percussionist,  which 
is called a 
Batucada," 
Sabanovich 
said, "creat-
ing a driving force 
that
 will make 
people get up and dance."
 
Admission
 to the
 event 
is $3 for
 
students
 and 
$5 for 
general 
audi-
ence. 
Proceeds
 will 
go to 
scholar-
ships  for 
jazz
 students.
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Rock
 
fans 
channel
 
energies
 
into
 
club
 
By Andy Nystrom
 
owlysmffwmer  
When  the subject 
of
 music at SJSU 
is considered, 
two 
students  should 
come to mind
  Kaydon 
Coburn 
and  Roy Reel°. 
Although
 they aren't 
music  majors 
and
 can't be 
found 
performing  at 
any
 of the local 
nightclubs, the 
pair 
has  channeled 
its
 musical energy
 in another 
way.  
They formed 
an independent
 music club on 
cam-
pus. 
The  
Association
 of Rock
 'N Roll, 
which  has 
been
 
in existence 
for two 
semesters,  is 
concerned  
with
 
widening 
SJSU students'
 musical 
horizons,  
according
 
to Coburn. 
"The 
way  we're 
doing
 this is by 
putting on 
shows  
in the 
amphitheater  
featuring local
 bands," he 
said. 
"We're
 giving them
 an opportunity
 to hear new
 bands 
for free, basical-
ly 
to enhance 
cultural 
aware-
ness." 
Some
 of the
 
sands 
scheduled  
:or 
this
 
semester
 
are
 
Bug and 
Colour 
Scream.
 Bug 
will 
perform  
Wednesday 
at
 
noon 
in the 
amphitheater.
 
"These guys 
are a 
great  surf
-
punk
-rack  
band," 
Redo
 
said.  
"They 
even have 
girls 
founder,
 Assoc. 
of Rock 'N 
Roll  
in 
bikinis
 who 
dance
 around 
on
 stage, so 
it should be 
wild." 
The
 
club also has
 other ideas 
for promoting
 music 
on campus.
 
Last 
Wednesday,
 the club 
showed 
U2's
 "Rattle 
and 
Hum" in the 
Student Union
 for free. 
They also 
plan to 
bring  in 
guest
 speakers,
 such as 
disc  jockeys 
and record
 executives.
 
Coburn  and 
Reel°  feel 
that  by 
showcasing  
these  
different
 aspects
 of the 
music  
business,
 along 
with  
the 
concerts,  
more
 students 
will become
 interested 
in 
the club. 
The club's 
initial goals 
have been 
attained,  he 
Kaydon
 Coburn
 
said. These 
include  a $500 
allocation
 from the 
Associated
 Students, 
packing
 a Student 
Union  meet-
ing room with
 more than 25 
students
 and
 successful 
concerts. 
Receiving  the money 
was  a crucial 
accomplish-
ment.
 It will help the club
 rent a RA. and sound 
tech-
nician for concerts, 
Cobum said. 
The club's 
mention  in a recent 
BAM  Magazine 
article also 
gave
 
it a boost. 
"After the 
article
 came 
out, I had bands  
calling 
me
 who 
were 
interested 
in playing our 
concerts,"  
Coburn  said. 
"We 
were
 hop-
ing that 
BAM 
would just 
men-
tion 
us, but the 
response 
was  
great." 
Now that the 
club 
is making 
Roy Reck) 
tracks at SJS'J 
and 
in the 
founder,
 Assoc. of Rock 'N 
Roll  
music world, Coburn isn't going to sit 
back and busk 
in
 the success. 
He is a man with big 
plans. 
The next thing he wants to create is 
a promotional 
music network system among 
Northern  California 
universities,  to bring people together 
for a common 
cause. 
"I see this as 
getting real big ," he said "It would 
grease
 the wheels of rock and roll, and make it more 
accessible for bands
 to play all over." 
He would also like to put on a major three -band 
concert with, "all the big lights, sound 
and  smoke," 
in the 
Student  Union Loma Pricta Ballroom. 
Recio, on the other hand, while also thankful
 for 
the club's success, 
prefers
 to take things one step at a 
time.
 
"Sometimes I've got to calm Kaydon down a bit," 
he said. "He's always reaching 
for the stars, and com-
ing up with these astronomical 
ideas."
 
No matter how 
different
 their methods arc  for pro-
moting the club, 
the
 two still 
have one thing in com-
mon  their love for 
rock and roll. 
AHH... 
PAIN 
RELIEF
 
with
 
Chiropractic
 
Care
 
As low as 
$ 8 
3/mo. 
Student
 
Special
 
(408)733-3760
 
Dr. Zoe 
T. 
Cordova  
Homestead
 
Chiropractic
 
21020
 
Homestead  
Rd. 
Cupertino
 
Visit
 Continuing 
Education  
in DBI-1136B or Bldg. T 
or get a copy at Administration Bldg. 
Info 
Center,  Student Union Info Center 
or Admissions and Records Lobby.
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"WE  RENT FOR LESS ' 
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS 
 Clean, 
quality rentals 
 Daily rates from $19.95 
 Visa,MC accepted but 
not required 
 Unlimited mileage 
 Age requirement:
 21 
 
8 
minutes from campus 
 ;O% discount for S.J.S U. 
Students, 
faculty,
 
& 
Staff 
on weekly d monthly
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Santa Clara Industries
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San 
Jose CA. 
95111  
(408)281-4666
 
Bread 
and Roses 
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St. 
San 
Jose,
 CA 
95110
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 Sale!
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 new 
books are 
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 Work-History
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-
k,
 Political
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Studies
-
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 Studies
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Books -
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and 
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on 
Thursday,  
Friday
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First  
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TICKETS 
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Charge  by phone 
286-2600  
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Soviet
 
Union
 
to 
shut  down 
plutonium
-producing
 
plants
 
LONDON
 
(AP)  
- 
Mikhail
 
Gor-
bachev
 today
 
announced
 
the 
Soviet  
Union  
is 
halting  
production
 
of 
weap-
ons
-grade
 
uranium
 
and  
will  
shut 
down two
 
more  
nuclear
 
reactors  
that 
produce
 
plutonium
 
for  
nuclear  
weap-
ons 
by the
 end 
of 
next 
year.
 
In a 
half-hour
 
speech 
in 
London's
 
Guildhall.
 the
 
Soviet  
president
 
called 
his 
unilateral
 
action  
"another  
major
 step
 
toward
 
the  
complete
 ces-
sation
 
of
 
production
 of 
fissionable
 
materials  
for 
use  in 
weapons."
 
Arms
 experts 
said 
today
 that 
while 
uranium
 
and  
plutonium
 are
 both
 
used  in 
Soviet 
nuclear
 
weapons,
 
plu-
tonium
 is 
used  
more  often
 and 
that 
Moscow
 
has  enough
 on 
hand 
to
 pro-
duce 
more  
weapons.  
In 
Washington.
 
President
 Bush
 
declined
 
to 
comment
 on 
Gorba-
chev's 
announcement,
 
saying  he 
had 
not 
had  time 
to review
 it. 
Gorbachev  
reiterated  
promises
 he 
made 
at the 
United 
Nations  in 
De-
cember
 that 
the Soviet
 Union 
would 
soon 
begin 
paring  
500,(.XX)  
men 
from
 
its 
standing 
army 
and 
withdrawing
 
troops
 and 
tanks 
from 
Europe  
and  
the 
Chinese
 
frontier.
 
Gorbachev  
made 
a strong
 appeal
 
for  
world  
disamiament,
 
but 
he 
warned  the
 process
 could 
falter 
if
 the 
West  did
 not 
reciprocate.
 
After  the 
address,
 
Gorbachev
 
and 
his  
wife,  
Raisa,  
called 
on 
Queen 
Elizabeth
 
II at 
Windsor Castle.
 then 
left 
for 
Moscow
 
at
 the end of a six -
day trip to 
Ireland.
 Cuba and Britain. 
Gorbachev
 
invited
 the queen  
to 
visit the 
Soviet 
Union.  She 
said  she 
would like
 to accept
 but that her
 for-
eign 
travel is 
always  fixed 
years in 
advance.  
The
 speech got a standing ovation 
from the civic and
 political leaders at 
Guildhall and a ringing endorsement 
by Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher.  
"We  want 
you to 
succeed  in 
your  
task,"  
she  said 
after the
 speech.
 
"We're 
ready to 
help in 
practical  
ways."
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Because he is acs used of using the 
meat  cleat et in the 
Itibtser.s  , lie 
crud(  
face
 a 
tougher
 
sentence 
if cons 
toed 
13,tsil noted 
Iuuliss 
ss etc able 
to IIIIk [Otte/ 
Iii 
the tile 0111
 I tingettitints 
the
 
suspect
 lelt 
at
 the 
s,...ette
 
Ti
 urre/. who tiles totisly 
sersed 
time
 in tit ison tot Ifni:his
 and
 
drug 
posse  ion. ssits ii Jr
 III% 
home
 
Mon(1.1% tilt \ 1.'1,11 
wits
 mid 
chat iti  the 
tollheiiii
 
Vi 
ethiCs 
iLi 
ii, 
Si 
Rime lo 
1 5e NJ. 
aiile to identir Tone,
 
tliuiiiiiili 
a police photo 
ii said I orrei hase spent 
some
 ot the mows he 
stole  from th, 
tow
 
nhouse
 to hits 
dint!,  
- -  
WANT A 
FUN JOB 
ON A 
TROPICAL 
ISLAND? 
Can 
you 
play volleyball? Tenni.i? 'IL'indsury?
 'Dance? Sing? 
Pkw a guitar 
or other musical instrument? Not
 afraid to 
work hard?
 Are you interested 
in an 
opportunity
 to learn 
Yapanese?
 Or are you just a great personality who 
can 
entertain others into having the time of their 
lives?  If you 
can do one or more of these activities, we might have 
job for you. 
PACIFIC
 ISLANDS 
CLUB...  
is a beach
 resort in !Micronesia
 that
 
caters  toguests who 
want to be entertained and play water sports 
and. tennis 
We have 
openings
 for . . . 
RECREATION  
COORDINATORS
 
& 
ENTERTAINERS
 
Persons
 to organize and inst nil t water and 
beach sports, 
direct  games, arts efr crafts, and to perform 
in 
matinees,  
dinner shows and 
pool
 
-side skits. Applicants
 should be 
high 
energy,
 extroverted 
outdoor  types with 
recreation,  
sports  or theatrical 
experience.  Japanese
 language not es-
sential
 but preferred. 
Wiflirwness  to work 
hard  and learn 
_Japanese is 
necessary.
 We provide housing,
 meats and other 
fringe benefits including
 round-trip airfares. 
For 
more
 
Information,
 attend
 our 
Information  session, 
Wednesday,  April
 12, 2:30 p.m. 
- 3:30 p.m. in 
the 
Pacheco Room 
of the Student 
Union or contact
 Career 
Planning  and 
Placement, BC 
13, 924-6033.
 We will 
be
 
conducting 
Interviews on 
Thursday, April
 13,12:30p.m.-
5:30
 p.m. Sign up 
in Career 
Planning
 and Placement,
 
Business Classroom
 13. 
, 
mr,  0 an /qua/ Opportunity  '1 
mployer
 and 
all 
applu  
'1',001 0.11.07.11f,, 
rer,nk"  
Li 
'qui rtri 
Loans:
 
Child  
care
 
/ 
Ittil.;1
 
(Ills' plan %mild  otter low 
interest  
loans to 
students  viol)
 
no
 
his 
tiur 
S. 
1"`"led the 
WiCes
 
iii 
cot el the loans III 5,155' 
students
 
don't  
make
 then pd IIICIIIN. Ile 
\dill 
I Ile 
1.1111:1 pros mule 
loans 
N 
all 
es
 en
 Ii 
St 
si 
intetes1
 
Liles  
ihe undetstanding
 that 
the S 
ssoulcl
 
it
 dime limits
 to t 
mance
 
the 
loan, lie said 
It the S des lines to 
pant,.
 
pate. 
tile \ I edit 
111111,II 11111 
IMO 
101V6i1111
 
td. 1111 
!Ile
 ItIOIC\ I 011 
us 
itt 
Ii. It 
niehari
 
said
 
nder
 any ot the proposals.  
Mil-
dews uoulrl
 base to prosaic
 
puuiiut 
ot 
enrollment
 at SJSU,
 proof 
of
 
a de-
pendent child, and
 expected date of 
graduatimi,  
he 
said 
Any
 student parents can
 apply for 
the progittin.
 regardless
 of 
income.
 
Rinehart 
said.  
The
 
credit
 
union
 
has 
already
 
begun to make 
internal  changes to 
prepare
 to 
teceise
 applications  
for  
the 
prograrr  I. according
 to R 
inehart.
 
Members
 
ot 
the 
credit
 
union  
plan 
to 
negotiate
 %kith 
the  A.S. and
 hope 
iii 
siii
 
is' 
to 
',little
 
kind of 
cooperative
 
agi  cement. 
he
 said 
-1 
S.
 President
 Terry
 McCarthy
 
knok,  
of 
the 
program.  
Rinehart  
said,  
but  the two
 have 
not  yet di',' 
Bid:
 
SJSU  
loses
 
/ i tan pa.vi / 
Cal, 
\ 
1 k 
Stalev 
dues 
to,
 
.4 
juiul'il 
is 
1111,11
 indium
 
,Icrartitient
 esccil 
11011 k%.1, 
the LINI III a 
long  list 
ml 
,muteiiss 
clidoisements
 
needed below
 
final 
opium 
al 
ot
 the co
-location
 
pui  
p,,sal.
 he 
said 
Its-dile,  the 
shill% 
enicilt  alignment
 
5\ 
1111
 \II I 001111111W
 '0'11 
111,1\  
base
 
been
 
chosen
 
by the
 NWS
 for
 
anothei
 
I 5,151 
ni 
-Gut.  
Meteorology
 
Department
 
has 
a 
superb
 
reputation
 
nationally."
 
Stales  
said. 
Flui 
department
 
is 
25
 year%
 old 
and  is 
sets 
twits e 
in 
research.
 
Lester
 
stud
 
It
 has 
pulled
 in 
seseral
 
hun-
lb OI 
thousands
 of dollars
 in 
re-
seals!'
 
mimics
 
ilepai
 Intent
 has
 
performed  
Budget:  A.S. 
war 
/ 
that  Mho
 v.rinips 
and 
progiallis
 111(151
 
he 
cut iii 
particular.  the 
athletic  
and 
departments.
 
The 
it  
departnient
 receiSed 
St.  1i:commendation from the 
That
 
translates
 
to 
about  
'N6.1115)
 less than 
last year. 
1 
ast year, 
the  athletic 
department
 
receised
 $116.640 
from
 
the A.S. 
This 
year. the 
committee 
is recom-
mending
 
that  
$91.990  be
 
vise,'  
North  
says McFarlane
 
refuses
 
all  
inquiries
 
s, AsHi 
, 
(The,
 
Ninth testi
 
ii, 
i, 
',Li\ he 
tried 
unstic-
cesshilly
 " Alade 
toi mei 
national  
sectirits
 ads litotiet
 
I 1, -1
-at 
lane
 
1,,  
10 \\ 
CI
 
,IIIVIV00011,11
 
iii 
ad1111111S11:1
 
11011s
 
sociel
 
as5151011(e  to 
the \ Nam
 
rebels
 
lit Ills' second till ill 
his
 
Ott  
II
 
NOIlIl
 suitl 
us
 tOILI 
VIC1'.11.1alte 111:11 e 
S110111t1 Ise III 
OkIllg eke\
 
Slits' Cit uheCs 
dile, 
15%1I letter,
 
s 
uric II 
tun];  
August 
1955.
 
North  is accuse.] of 
lYfff121"
 
and  
olistructing
 
helping I'll:pate V\ 
I Ittell 
\ II 
the 
N.111011,11 Sl'1,11 
tit!. tOtIllt:11 
stas 
11%0 
ed
 
u isiulis
 It - 
III)! itttitiS Or offering tactic:al ads ice 
to die Contras 
'The
 
songless  
has a
 
i 
'gin 
1,, ask 
anst the ,\ 
units'
 Hans Ii has a right 
to 
tetus, 
Nortli said he 
told 
!X1, I al 
Lille 
The tonne' White 
House  aide saltl 
lie 
proposed
 
the 
a,,,,toitc:(i  in 
the 
ot 
the [duet
 
Rep I 
es  
Hamil
 
ton. 1)-1nd., then chairman of the 
House Intelligence Committee.
 
We 
shouldn't
 he 
answering  
this."
 Not lit said he told 
McFarlane  
is 
the 
two
 discussed 
w hat to 
do 
about tlw 
Hamilton  lettei 
Hie 
proposal.  w 
Inch 
ssould
 have 
tnt 
nil',
 ed 
has mg Pi 
esident
 Reagan 
ut 
eveconve
 pro liege, 
fell by 
the w ay side and "I did 
draft  a re-
s,:inosie.
  to the 
Hamilton letter. said 
Np.
  
I .0 lane "took the last ONO  par -
'I 
the second 
page 
and in-
cluded
 it 
in a strati that he wrote." 
Not th said 
he 
tut)
 
paragraphs  on the seCOnd 
page 
are not 
part
 ot the criminal 
charge
 against
 North. He says Me -
Tai lane prepared 
the portuins deny-
ing that tlw NS(' 
solicited
 funds or 
offered las tical 
ad  ice to the Con-
tras.
 
hal lane 
pleaded  
guilty  to 
wIth-
holding 
information
 110111  Congress
 
ith the 
two 
letters.  
SJSU 
Latin Jazz 
Ensemble 
In 
its  debut concert... 
Dan Sabanovich, director
 
with special guest 
Pete 
Escovedo 
Latin
 Percussionist
 
Don't miss 
this
 exciting 
evening
 of "Salsa"
 
and
 Jazz. It 
should  be one 
of
 the best 
concert
 of the 
year. 
Wednesday  
April
 12 --- 8:15 
PM
 
SJSU 
Concert  
Hall 
$5.00  
General  
$3.00 Student 
Admission  
charge  
not
 
rconirerl
 
Proceeds 
go to the 
music  
scholarship
 food
 
Vibenever
 summer 
break  
starts.
 i.linie to Remedy 
We 
have a 
whole  array 
of exciting
 jobs with 
top pay 
FREE
 
PC
 classes, plus 
a 
childcare  
program. And 
best
 
of 
all 
flexible  
hours  
Sri work when you
 want Play 
when you want 
What  a 
great 
was  to 
.spend the 
summer
 
Call 
or ((ime in now
 and 
reserve
 your 
summer
 job today
 1 -800 -722
-TEMP 
Remedy.
 
The 
Intelligent
 Ternixfar
 
NIunday,  
April Ill, 
I989/Spartan
 
Daily 
cussed it. 
McCarthy 
approves 
of the 
propo-
sal. though. 
'We'd  love to co-sponsor 
them.**  
he said. "It's 
a service to the 
stu-
dents.
President-elect Scott Santandrea 
also
 agrees with the 
program's
 
goals.
 
The existing 
low-cost campus
 
childcare center. Frances
 Gotland,  
can only meet 
a small portion of 
SJSU's need's, he said. But by help-
ing students pay for care at other fa-
cilities, the A.S. and the credit union 
could  increase  the availability
 of 
stu-
dent
 
childcare
 services.
 
''It's
 a great idea.''
 Santandrea 
said
  
iii 
a sai 
iety of areas.
 including 
Prolessilr
 lindra 
Goodman's  
orone 
hole
 
research. SJSU 
Professor of 
the 
Year 
Robert  Bornstein',
 tests of 
at-
mosphere
 arid air
 pollution 
over cit-
ies.  and 
Alison
 Bridger's
 Bay Area
 
air 
quality maintenance
 work. 
Under 
the original 
proposal,  the 
$6 million NWS/meieorology  
build-
ing 
was 
planned  
to 
house
 
Spartan  
Shops 
and the 
continuing  
education  
department.
 among 
(others. 
said
 
Connie 
Salle' . ' 
associate  exec -
The 
reason  for the cuts, according 
to Santandrea. is that 
with other 
groups 
needing  more funds, some-
thing has to suffer. 
"We're in a budget crunch." he 
said.
 "And when you give money 
to 
one group,
 you have to take it away 
from another." 
The budget is divided into four 
segments: the 
Associated
 
Students,  
the service seginent.
 student organi-
/ations, and 
instructionally related
 
activities. 
The A.S. segment, which in-
cludes the 
business  
aspects
 
or 
the  
A.S.,  has the largest share of 
the rec-
Contest
 
troni page / 
envy
 
work  
in its
 
"intellectual.
 
emo-
tional,
 
arid
 
aesthetic
 
entirety."
 
is 
open
 to 
students
 
of all 
majors.
 
After  
preliminary
 
competitions,
 
three
 
judges
 pick
 a w 
inner
 from 
a pool
 of 
finalists.
 
The
 
late
 
Dorothy
 
K. 
Kaucher
 
was 
a 
noulti-talented
 
member
 
of
 the
 
speech
 
faculty
 
at SJSU
 
from
 
1937
 
to 
1957.  
The 
contest
 
held
 
in 
her 
name
 
began 
on 
campus
 
in 
1950 
when
 
a 
former
 
student
 
donated
 
money  to 
open
 
the  
scholarship.
 
Zambetti
 
said 
What's 
law 
school
 
reallii
 
like?
 
Patricia 
Phillips,
 A.S. vice presi-
dent, has already
 received several in-
quiries about the
 program from 
inter-
ested students, she said.
 
Rinehart 
hopes  to have 
the  first 
loan issued 
in
 
May,
 he said. 
"This 
would be 
the first 
campu.s  
that offers 
Aildcare  loans 
in the na-
tion." he 
said.  
"We 
want  
to make sure that any-
body who
 
wants  
child care can af-
ford he said.
 
Rut 
Rinehart
 admits 
the proposal
 
is 
"not 
entirely
 altruistic."
 
The 
credit  union 
is
 in the 
business  
of making 
nioney and has to do so 
in 
order to continue to Otter resources 
and services
 to SJSU students, he 
said.
 
utive vice president 
for business
 and 
financial 
services.  
Under the proposal, each 
occu-
pant was 
to sublease space 
from 
Spartan
 Shops, which 
was to carry a 
50
-year lease
 and act 
as
 building 
landlord, she said. 
The 
Associated  Students 
had ex-
pressed  an 
interest
 in obtaining 
space 
in the 
building,  
possibly
 for the 
A.S.
 
print shop 
and  the 
Washington  Fed-
eral Credit
 
Union,  said A.S. 
Presi-
dent-elect
 Scott 
Santandrea.  
ommended
 budget 
at $655,970. 
The service 
segment, which in-
cludes
 the childcare center
 and Cali-
fornia  State affairs, 
has a $92,979 al-
location. 
The subtotal for the 
student orga-
nization 
segment
 is $22,069, slightly
 
higher than last 
year's total. This is 
mainly due to the inclusion
 of Afri- . 
can 
Awareness  Month, which 
has a 
$.5.0(X) recommended
 allocation. , 
The 
instructionally  related 
activ-
ities
 segment, where funds
 for music 
and  athletics are
 drawn, is 
$213,670,  
substantially 
lower  than last
 year's 
figure of $291,600. 
 
USSR
 
leader: Bush
 is 
delaying
 
nuclear  
talks  
LONI>ON
 
(API
 Soviet 
President  
Mikhail
 S. 
Gorba-
chev 
complained 
to Prime Min-
ister 
Margaret  Thatcher
 that the 
Hush  
administration's  
review  
of 
U.S.foreign  
policy  was
 de-
laying  
important
 talks on 
nu-
clear 
arms
 
reductions.
 
President  
Bush  
ordered
 the 
foreign
 
policy
 review after 
he 
took 
office 
in 
January.
 
Monterey
 
College
 
OF 
Law 
faro 
Let us answer
 
all your questions
 about 
IN 
Admission
 Requirements 
III Program Study
 
II Job
 Opportunities 
 Cost and Finances 
 
LSAT (Law School
 Admission Test) 
II The 
Demands of Law Study 
498
 Pearl Street, 
Monterey  93940 
373-3301
 
COMPUTER
 
SCIENCE & 
ELECTRICAL
 
ENGINEERING
 
STUDENTS
 
WANTED
 
Full and 
Part  
Time  Positions
 Available
 Now - 
flexible  hours 
THE PLACE 
COMPUTER
 
LITERACY
 
BOOKSHOPS,
 INC. 
- the
 
world's largest 
computer
 
bookstore
 - 
internationally
 
famous.
 We 
pride 
ourselves
 
on courteous,
 
knowledgeable  
staff
 who share
 
our  
customers'
 
interests. 
THE 
JOB
  
INFORMATION  
SPECIALIST:
 
help customers
 find 
the books to 
fit  
their
 
needs,
 on all
 computer' 
related 
topics.  Gain 
experience 
relevant to your 
career
 
field.  
Extensive
 training 
provided. 
Starting
 Salary: 
$5.75  - 
6.00/hour
 
QUALIFICATIONS
 
AND  
HOW  TO 
APPLY
 
If you have:
 
 classes 
in 
computer  science
 or electrical
 engineering
 
 programming
 knowlege
 of a high level language 
 
excellent
 English 
skills 
Then 
send resume to or apply 
in person at: 
COMPUTER 
LITERACY BOOKSHOPS,
 INC. 
2590 NORTH 
FIRST  STREET, 
SAN
 JOSE, CA 95131
 
